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                                                                                                    C 
                                                                                                  Ar    l 
                                                                                                Alla    n 
                                                                                       Greth  er 

was born on  
December 22: 

1980: In Summit 
Hospital: Oakland: 

California:His favorite 
activity as a child: Drawing: 

His first job: Fitness Trainer: At: 
Berkeley: California: YMCA:  Carl Allan 

Grether’s mother was born in San Antonio: 
Texas: His father was born in Oakland: California: 

As a child Carl Allan Grether lived in Berkeley: California: 
As a child Carl Allan Grether loved: His parents: Animals: 

Stories: Baseball: Comic Books: The Terminator: Now: Carl 
Allan Grether lives in Berkeley: Rockridge: California: As an adult 

 Carl Allan Grether loves: Art: Film: Music: Literature: Animals: Nature: 
Close Friends: Insightful Discussions: And of course his sweetie: The rose 

of Berkeley: Gina Nicole Bruno: On whom he wrote this poem: I: Lately in 
the brown light have I seen: From the belly: Alexandria: And the Peloponese: 

From Calvary, the brown soil: Red from Orpheus' son: Red: Or: in prussian: 
Faith in opposite values: II: I asked: Are you the hyacinth girl?: If so, my speech 

ends: for in the end: My history of dawn: Terminates like a clap: On a cold night: 
IN the visitis: Of your sand peppered hair. Those faithed of love: In thy neighbor: 
Do not see: Eros: I said!: That tuah nam! (And nor I nor you): III: Just then a storm: 
A north cloud come from the stepps: Horseman thumping spilling tender Earth: 
Ride, these beats!: Again, in Prussion: The wheels they turned again: All from the 
devant a lie: Yet it held you together: And blood dripped from your swords: IV: 
Yet you laughed: But beauty has this right: Come into the water: She said: And 
she is right: The shore reaches into the sea: Deep yellow fingers: Reach: Day  
and night uncharted: Reaching the horizons: And so on: Carl Allan Grether’s 
favorite animal is anything that is: Intelligent: Affectionate: Furry: Carl 
Allan Grether’s favorite idea is that life continues beyond the capability 
of logic: Carl Allan Grether’s favorite object is any tool that facilitates 
creative communication: Brush: Pen: Camera: Computer: And so on: 
Now: Carl Allan Grether earns his living as: Mathematics Instructor 

Oakland School For The Arts: Personal Trainer: Claremont Hotel: 
 He has been accepted to The University Of Southern California 

 Film School for the fall of this year of happiness: 2003: The aim 
of the art of Carl Allan Grether is to understand his Self: And 

share these revelations with others: The aim of the art of 
Carl Allan Grether is not totally formed as of now: At 

 the very least it is to be a happy human being: 
And to spread happiness to other  

human beings as well: And 
well he will spread his 

 happiness well: 
  As the butter 
  of love follows 

  the knife of life: 
  And so I will say 
  farewell to you: 

  And I will sing 
  of another 

  human 
  rich in 
  beau 
  tiful 
  expl 
  odi 
  ng 
  yo 
  th 
  to 
 o: 
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Grether’s mother was born in San Antonio: 

Texas: His father was born in Oakland: California: 
As a child Carl Allan Grether lived in Berkeley: California: 

As a child Carl Allan Grether loved: His parents: Animals: 
Stories: Baseball: Comic Books: The Terminator: Now: Carl 

Allan Grether lives in Berkeley: Rockridge: California: As an adult 
 Carl Allan Grether loves: Art: Film: Music: Literature: Animals: Nature: 

Close Friends: Insightful Discussions: And of course his sweetie: The rose 
of Berkeley: Gina Nicole Bruno: On whom he wrote this poem: I: Lately in 

the brown light have I seen: From the belly: Alexandria: And the Peloponese: 
From Calvary, the brown soil: Red from Orpheus' son: Red: Or: in prussian: 

Faith in opposite values: II: I asked: Are you the hyacinth girl?: If so, my speech 
ends: for in the end: My history of dawn: Terminates like a clap: On a cold night: 
IN the visitis: Of your sand peppered hair. Those faithed of love: In thy neighbor: 
Do not see: Eros: I said!: That tuah nam! (And nor I nor you): III: Just then a storm: 
A north cloud come from the stepps: Horseman thumping spilling tender Earth: 
Ride, these beats!: Again, in Prussion: The wheels they turned again: All from the 
devant a lie: Yet it held you together: And blood dripped from your swords: IV: 
Yet you laughed: But beauty has this right: Come into the water: She said: And 
she is right: The shore reaches into the sea: Deep yellow fingers: Reach: Day  
and night uncharted: Reaching the horizons: And so on: Carl Allan Grether’s 
favorite animal is anything that is: Intelligent: Affectionate: Furry: Carl 
Allan Grether’s favorite idea is that life continues beyond the capability 
of logic: Carl Allan Grether’s favorite object is any tool that facilitates 
creative communication: Brush: Pen: Camera: Computer: And so on: 
Now: Carl Allan Grether earns his living as: Mathematics Instructor 

Oakland School For The Arts: Personal Trainer: Claremont Hotel: 
 He has been accepted to The University Of Southern California 

Film School for the fall of this year of happiness: 2003: The aim 
of the art of Carl Allan Grether is to understand his Self: And 

share these revelations with others: The aim of the art of 
Carl Allan Grether is not totally formed as of now: At 

 the very least it is to be a happy human being: 
And to spread happiness to other  

human beings as well: And 
well he will spread his 

 happiness well: 
  As the butter 
  of love follows 

  the knife of life: 
  And so I will say 
  farewell to you: 

  And I will sing 
  of another 

  human 
  rich in 
  beau 
  tiful 
  expl 
  odi 
  ng 
  yo 
  th 
  to 
 o: 
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